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NOISELESS LINEAR FEEDBACK AND ANALOG DATA TRANSMISSION* 

By S. BUTMAN 

旦旦旦旦正﹒ 工t is ，"/e11 known that noise1ess 1inear feedback achieves 
channe1 capacity for the additive Gaussian channe1. It has a1so been 
shown that it can be used to achieve the rate-distortion bound on the 
mean squared error for an arbitrary Gaussiarr source sent over the infinite 
bandwid七h white Gaussian channe1. However， it is shown here that noise-
工ess 1inear feedback by itse工f does not suffice when the channe1 is band
limited. 工t is shown that， out of the more than countab1e variety of 
Gaussian sources that ordinari1y exist， on工y a countab1e subset can be 
transmitted via the band工imited noise1ess feedback 1ink a七 the theoretica工
efficiency predicted by Shannon's rate-distor七ion bound. Thus， some non-
1inear operations are necessary in a1most a11 cases even with feedback. 

工ntroduction. Elias [lJ and others [2-8J have shown that noise1ess 
工inear fùCìhack (See Fig. 工 ) can be used to transmit a Gaussian random 
variab1e 8 of variance λ over the additive Gaussian white noise (AGY1N ) 
channe1 so as to achieve the theoretica工1y minimum mean-square error 
(附SE )， a1so ca11ed the rate-distortion-bound (RDB) on the mean司square
error， 

2 ‘ -2CT e .  = ^e m1n (1 ) 

predicted by Shannon I s rate distortion theory [9-11 J， ì-/here C = W1n (工+
P/NoW ) nats/sec is the capacity of an AGWN channel of bandwidth W Hz， 
average transmitter power P watts， and one-sided noise spectra1 power 
density No 干的ts/Hz， and where T in seconds is the duration of the trans
mission. 

This artic1e shows ，vhen the above resu1t (工 ) of E1ias can be app1ied to 
achieve the RDB on the �wæE for an arbitrary Gaussian source emitting the 
Gaussian random process 8 (t )， 0逗t � T， over the AGv1N channe1. Specifi
ca11y， it is shown here 七hat noise1ess 1inear feedback can achieve the 
RDB for a given source and band1imited channe1 pair if and on1y if the 
spectrum if eigenvalues ( ^i } of the Karhunen-Loeve (K-L ) series expansion 
of the source satisfies 

ki = φ 1 品) "'1 
(2 ) 

for a11 λi >φ， where ø is a constant for the given source-channel pair 

* This paper prese-nti the resu1ts of one phase of research carried out at 
the Jet Propu1sion Laboratory， California Insti七ute of Technology， under 
Contract No. NAS 7-100， sponsored by the Nationa工 Aeronautics and Space 
Administra tion. 
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(given by equations (11) in the seque1) and N; is a positive integer for 
a11 iE: 工企(i:λi>ØJ such that � 

玄 武 = N金2叩 (3) 
ie1 -

工n this case 
2 g mln L:φ+ Z  akf id ie工， - )
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 Pre1iminaries. Before proceeding with the discussion it is appropri
ate 七o reca工1 Shannon' s resu1t that the minimum amount of information 
that must be provided about a Gaussian random variab工e e of known mean 
and known variance ^ so as to reproduce it to within a mean squared error 
e2 is 

H(e) = 主 1n(入/l) (5) 

The corresponding minimum transmission rate R(e) (ca11ed the rate 
re1ative to the distortion e) is 

R( e) = 若 工n (À/λ (6) 

We can invert this and write 
-2RT e"'(R) =入e (7 ) 
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(8) 

as the MMSE that can be achieved in any facsimi1e e of e when H nats of 
information (sent at the rate R nats/sec for T seconds) are provided 
about e. This simp工e resu工t can be immediate1y app1ied to a sequence 
(e�} of independent Gaussian random variab1es of corresponding variances 
{入�J. 

L et H be the tota1 information that can be supp1ied about the sequence 
( 9，} and 1et 叫be the information supp1ied about an individua1 e1ement 
of"'this sequen己e 9i﹒Then (8) imp1ies a �WSE per ei of 

') ...... 2 零"、‘ -2H�eι =  J.e. = .1. A. • e .L - 1 - 1 (10) 

Now， if we are free to a110cate informat10n as we p1ease， there is an 
optimum a110cation given by minimizing eιover Hi subject 七o the con
straints Hi � 0 and LHi = H. 

This minimum can be found simp1y by setting the derivative of e2+ φ:H， 
的ere ø is a Lagrange mu1tip1ier， equa1 to zero. The resu工t is H; = 11n 
(入i/ Ø) provided 入i >φ; other\-'Íse Hi = 0 because Hi must be posit1ve 已r
zero. Consequent1y， we have the we11-known re1ationships 

.(H) = ZVZh 
:171 1E:I1 

H = ÷E ln(ki/φ) (11) 



as first stated in Ko1mogorov's paper [lOJ. Moreover， the proceeding 
minimization a1so exhibits the optimum a11ocation of information， per 
9i， name1y， ，_ I ， \ l主1n ( ;入) ø ) if 入i 〉 φ

H� = r ， ι / • (12) � ， -r 0 otherwise 

where φ is ca1cu1ated for the given H and {入i} from [11J. 

Fina1工y， 工et us reca11 the K-L series expansion for a Gaussian random 
process 9 (t) on 0 S t S T. The K-L series is 

9 (t) = l.i.m﹒ ￡ e屯i川申

K→曲 i-1
(工3)

where {札 (t)} is the set of deterministic orthogona1 eigenfunctions of 
the kern缸R (t，u) =互[9 (t)e (u)J which satisfy 

T 
^i*i (七) = I R (七，u)中i (u)du， (1k)

。
and the sequence of coefficients [自ζ} is a sequence of independent 
GRussian random variab1es of corresponding variances [^i}﹒ Here jz 
denotes expectation and 1.i.m denotes 1imit in the mean. 

The L imi七ation of L inear Feedback Over the Band1imited Channe工. So far 
we have provided nothing that has been unkno叫n before. 工t seems that if 
we knew of a scheme achieving capacity for the AGWN channe1， we cou1d use 
it to transmit H = CT nats of information about e (t). By sending infor-
mation Hi = CTi about 9i， vlhere Hi =主1n (入i/φ)， we wou1d receive 9i 
with an error of not more than ø and thus achieve the RDB. A1ternative1y， 
we cou1d subdivide the channe1 into subchanne1s of capacity Ci in such a 
way that Hi = CiT. Unfortunate1y， however， a1though 1inear feedback 
achieves capacity， it cannot by itse1f provide such an arbitrary division 
of information 'Ylhen the channe1 bandwidth is finite， for an integra1 
number of iterations must be used per message， hence per 9i﹒ Thus， we 
can transmit 9; using Ni feedback iterations (Ni forward transmissions 
and Ni-1 feedbâck transmissions). The minimum ërror that can be achieved 
per 9i in this way is -l
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(15) 

where E主is the tota工 average energy transmitted per 9i for the entire Ni 
feedback iterations. He note that the information transmitted per 9i when using this approach is 

I 2E. 、
、 1. � I Hi =否則1n II + 了百于J ; (16) 

、 o--� 1 

the maximum amount of information that can be sent is CT = !N1n (1+P/N_N). 
This is possib1e if and on1y if Ei/NoNi =即/NoN， where the -Ni must s� 
to N and Ei'S sum to E = PT. Any other choice wi工1 resu1t in the trans
mission of 1ess than CT nats of information. Consequent1y 

-部i1n (1 + 命) (17) 



is adjustab1e on1y in steps of 1n(工+ P/NoW) for a fixed P， W， and No. 
Therefore， .le cannot provide the optimum information a110ca七ion for an 
arbitrary source spectrum. The optimum a11ocation is possib1e if and 
on1y if the spectrum of eigenva1ues satisfies 

位n ^i/φ= 全Ni 1n 恥+ EiE)
when λi >φ; \vhich is equiva1ent to the 'conditión in (2). 

The Infinite Bandwidth Case. This case has been previous1y solved by 
Cruise [6J and Fang LB]， however， we inc1ude it here for comp1eteness. 
We note that the preceeding 1imitation on the band1imited channe工 disap
pears .，hen the bandwi dth is infini te. For N = 2WT _.. a s W→曲， and we 
can use an infinite number of iterations Ni = ∞ per 8i in order to trans
mit 

Hi =_.
lim 2�. 1n ( 1 + 吋�oNi ) (泊)

l�i_'聞 工 、 ， 
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Since H = E/No when N = ∞， and s ince E = L: Ei， we ca n a dj ust the energies 
Ei in a continuous nanner in order to a110cate 

Ei/No = 主1n (入i/ψ) nats (20 ) 

for e毛and thus achieve the RDB for any Gaussian source over the infinite 
bandwidth channe1. 

Equiva1ence of Frequency and Time Mu1tip1exed Schemes. We are 1ed to 
consider on1y t\VO equiva1ent feedback communication schemes， or more 
genera11y， on1y two variants of any capacity-achieving cOde， name1y， 
time-division mu1tip1ex or frequency-division mu工tip工ex. Both reduce 
to one genera工 representation when expressed in terms of degrees of free
dom N = 2WT. 工n the case of feedback， degrees of freedom are equiva工ent
to feedback iterations. Thus t�e Ni �egrees �f fr��dom or iterations 
necessa叮to achieve an error eI = �i(工+ 2Ei/�

()
Ni)Ni can be obtained by 

transmitting Ni pu1ses， each of dura七ion 6 = 1(: 銜，for a tota1 time per 
8i of Ti = NiÔ = Ni/2W; or Ni pu1ses each of duration 6i = T/r可i = 1/2Wi
can be t�ansmitted per 8i' where Wi is the bandwidth a110cated for the 
transmission of 8i and ci = Wi1n (ï + Pi/NoWi) = Wi1n (1 + P/NoW) is the 
capacity a110tment per P.i. The 1atter approach is the one origina11y used 
by Elias. The main point is that Ei/NiNo = P/NoVl = p， which is the 
signa1-to-noise ratio per channe1 signa1， is a constant. Thus， the input 
to the channe1 appears white and expanded in bandwidth. 

The附SE Achievab1e \-rith L inear Feedback if (2) is not Satisfied. It 
is instructive to consider an examp1e where (2) is not satisfied. The 
simp1est case is provided by any band1imited Gaussian source whose 
spectrum is f1at over a bandwidth Ws﹒ However， since the usua1 meaning 
of a band1imited spectrum imp1ies signa1s of infinite duration 
(8(t)，由:s: t :s:個) ， our time-1imited process， 8(t)，0話t :S: T， wil1 have 
infinite bandwidth and hence an infinite K-L expansion. Neverthe1ess， 
if we

_
?rder the sequence of �oefficients {8i} according to ;"'1 法治之." • ， 

we wi11 need to retain on1y Ns terms， where Ns is determined-from 
ANE 〉φ注入Ns + 1. We assume， therefore， that λi =入 >彷for i至Ns.
Thus， the spectrωn of eigenva1ues is f1at in the transmission band 



Ws生Ns/2T.

Next， suppose that N == 2VlT is not an integra1 multip1e of Ns ; in fact， 
1et N == KNs + L ，  \.，here K and L are integers， but 1 :;; L < Ns' so that 
o < LjNs ==α〈工. The RDB is 

(21) 

where p == P/N()W == E/N門扎 If this is to be achieved we must transmit 
Hi =主(K+α)in(工+ PJ nats per ei' Sinceα is not an integer， we see 
that noise1ess 1inear feedback a10ne cannot provide the best resu1t. 
Wi th noise1ess 1inear feedback vle have the choice of making some Ni' s 
greater than K， whereupon others must be 1ess than K because they a11 
must sum to N. 工t turns out that the best 1inear noise1ess feedback can 
do is to achieve an error of 

- (K +α) 
Emirl=Nsφ== NS入(工+ p) 

(22) 

This is obtained by a110cating K feedback interations per 6i， i == 工， ...， 
Ns ﹒ The remaining L degrees of freedom are not sufficient for an addi-
tiona工 iteration of a11 the 6i'S. However， they can be used to make one 
fore iteration of L out of N "， 6's or， L iterations of any 1inear combi
nation Of all NsGTh or something in betweeL It turns out that (22) 
is independent of h�l the remaining L degrees are used if the coding is 
1inear and the source spectrum is f1at over Hs﹒ 
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same. The on1y 
integer in 

Simi1ar resu1ts prevai1 \.，hen the 入's are not a1工 the
difference is that ì-7e initia工1y take N; as the sma1工est
1n (À.i/φ)/ln(l + p). This 1eaves a �emãinder of 

z 
i==工

(23) 

iterations sti11 to be used. Again， if on1y 1inear operations are to 
be used， we can use these L degrees of freedom for one more iteration of 
some of the 8's， but not a11. Hence， we can achieve 

N﹒ <N 1 - .'S L == N -

-(Ni + 工) . � ， " . 
\ -r':i . � i(工+p)- \ l'i ' .J.. j +L Å.;(工+p) 1+ 女 丸 ，(24) ....... l' ， .  � - ] 

i==L+1 i==�S+工
?但
4.l

 

nd

 
where the 1ast' term reminds us of the error in that portion of 6(t) about 
which no information is sent. 

Define The best a11ocation of the L remaining iterations can be found. 

(25) 

(26) 

αi == 1n(λ/φ)/ln(l + t) - Ni ' 0 $αi〈工，

L αi . 
i==工

AU-γLU

 

and note that 



(27) 

Then， after using Ni iterations per 9i， the error is 

+ :E 川，
i=Ns+ 工

門 Ns -N 有
Eζ= :E ^i (1 + p) � 

i=l 

(28) 
α古今

+ p) � + 'E ^i � e;in 
i=Ns+ 工

but ^i = φ(工 + p)
Ni+αi ; hence 

N S 
i = ø :E (1 

i=工

farther we should reduce the 
we a1工ocate one more iteration 
cy' s. 

. .， Ns' 

Now. it is c1ear that to reduce e2 
工argest terms in the sum (28). Thus， 
for those L白's that have the 1argest 

un1ess CY. = 0 for a1工 i = 工，工

Then the MMSE For notationa1 convenience assumeα 全α � ... �α" 
�1 - -2 - ... - -N� resu1ting from 1inear feedback a10ne is - � 

(29) -1
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i=工

where B; = -工 + α; for i � L and ß; =α: for i > L. Since L: Bi e L-L:α，，=0， 
we see that the fbst sm in (29)ts lober bounded by NS- Thts prove; 
that the error given by (29) satisfies 

(30) 2 e m1n E2至Nsφ +hz刊 λi -s 
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= 0 for a11 i 
1 - ß1 = 工 is

vlith equality if and on1y if ßζ 
on工y if L =心for if L頁。αi 主

Discussion. Í'le have stated that the effect of 工inear feedback on the 
source re1ative to the channe1 is to expand the Ns source symbo1s into N 
channe1 symbo1s， hence to expand the source bandwidth W� to match the 
channe1 bandwidth W， and to make the expanded source appear whi七e.
Ano七her interpretation is to view feedback as cαnpressing the channe工
bandwidth and 七ransforming the origina11y white noise spectrum into a 
co1ored spectrum (if the source spectrum is not f1at) so as to match 
the channe1 to 七he given source. Both viewpoints tie in very we11 with 
some resu1ts of Ovseyevich and Pir叫cer [12J for one-way 1inear communi-
cation. They showed tha七日 necessary and sufficient condition for achiev
ing the RDB under average power constraints on the transmit七ed signa1s 
is that the product of the source spectrum and the noise spectrum in the 
transmission band to be constant. 

To see how this resu1t is obtained it is necessary on1y to rea1ize 
that the tota1 entropy H over a one-way co1ored channe1 wi七h two-sided 
noise sp�ctrum [Noi/2} and average signai energies (Ei} is a maximum 
over (Ei} under a-iota1 average energy constraint on the transmitter if 
and on1y if 2日i + 1、oi =仙， where μ is a Lagrange mu1tip1ier. Then the 
entropy per Ei-is Hi =拉n (μ/Noi) =告1n (工 + 2Ei/Noi)' At the same time 



we know that to achieve the RDB Hi must equa1告工n (^i/ ø). There��re， 
^iNoi =μφ must be a con!tant for-a11 ^i > ø﹒ Since.�i = Ø (l + p)Ni we 
see-that Noi = � (工+ p)-Ni. This agrees with the genera1 consequences of 
feedback， name1y， that the equiva1ent noise in a sing1e transm�sion of 
energy♂i must give a si部a1-to-noise ratio Poi = 2Ei/Noi equa1 to 
(1 + p)'i 自 1.

We sha11 conc1ude this topic by observing that weighting coefficients 
[ad of the pre回emphasis fi1ter for sending the source over 七he com-
pressed and "co工ored" channe1 are defined by 

ai =V入i = (μ"凡i)/2λi =心 (仙"凡1)/2M﹒

Thus， 

a
i

= 大 (1 - ç) = 寺( � - �
i
) ， (3工)

indicating that 七he optimum fi1ter suppresses those K-L coefficients that 
are eitheh too strong or too weak. This fo11ows from th� observation 
that lai l c increases from zero as ^i increases from φ to a maximum of 
μ/8ø when ^i = 2φ， but eventua11y decreases back down to zero inverse工y
wi七h L as h﹒ →∞. However， the energy E� increases steadi1y with λi as 
Ë� -� ��l=Ø/這). A工so，“心gh the sign泣s out of the pr日mph叫E
f主1ter have different energi笛，the N signa1s carrying information over 
the origina1 AGWN channe1 a11 have the same average energy e = Ei/Ni ' 
Thus， re1ative to the AGWN channe1 we have a bandwidth-expanding-pre-
emphasis filter wi?h Ns inputs，N =ZNi outputs，and Ni weighting 
cQefficients bii， j = 工，...， Ni for each i， i =工，...， Ns given by 

弓; = e/Ài' 工t-simp工y whitens the source spectrum to match it to the 
�fi!te ��i�� sp�ct;�

-
�f thτchann泣，in accord with the theory. But 

this whitening is accompanied by a bandwidth expansion and is not the 
same as the "usua工" whitening precess in which the bandwidth is pre
served. The usua1 prewhitenning is not optimum. 

The 1ast subject appropriate for this paper is the ques七ion of what 
to do when condition (2) is not satisfied. We hasten to point out that 
feedback has nothing to do vlÌth the answer. The on1y thing that feedback 
permits is a bandwidth expansion of the source to match the channe1 
bandVlidth， and it does so on1y in integra1 mu1tip工es of the source band
，.，idth. Thus， feedback is out of the question "hen Ws � W. More pre-
cise1y， feedback is a factor on1y when the N degrees of freedom in the 
channe1 exceed the Ns degrees of freedom of the source. 

Now， the solution to our prob1em wou1d evo1ve from a solution of the 
non工inea� source encoding prob1em that arises when we attempt to ram Ns 
independent source variab1es through a channe工 using on1y N � Ns degrees 
of freedom� For examp1e， the RDB for a source with， say， a f1at spectrum 
hi =入 > E:ζ. /N _ shou1d be • mln' s 
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(32) 

We say a non1inear coding prob工em because we know that a 1inear many-to
one transformation， aside from not having an inverse， wi11 not work. 



The si呻工est of a1工 situations is ì>lhen ß =乞 1n this case we are 
faced with the prob1em of mapping the comp1ex p1ane onto the rea1 1ine. 
That 話， a pair of nource symbo1s 8工 and 92， say， must

_ 
be mapped on七o a 

sing1e channe工 signa工， x， which can be transmitted on1y once. The 
receiver observes a noisy version of x， say， x + n， and must reconsti七ute
both 81 and 92 from it in such a way that 

�， = ê (x + n)， ên = ên (x + n) ， -2 -2 

has an error of 

� I \ ，2 ec. =E[ ( 9  - 9 (x+ n))"-+ (8 - 8 (x+ n))"-J 

=以 (1+ p)去=弘 (33) 

We must somehow determine these mappings ê， (x + n)， ê叮 (x+ n) and the 
mapping x - x (91' 92)， where p may be a parameter. ζ 

工nitia1 thoughts seem to indicate that a partia1 quantization， 
i.e.， quantizing e工， but a110wing a continuous mapping for 92 is unavoid
ab1e. Comp1ete quantization is probab1y not much vlOrse. 1n any case， it 
is still to be established， evpin this simple case?now close to the 
theoretica1 bound of 2丸 (1+ p)� the two-to-one mappings wi工1 go. Shannon 
proved that such mappings exist for a1工 W and Ws﹒ Their discovery wou工d
be of considerab工e prac七ica1 use， quite apart from 1inear feedback theory. 

si =gi (9-17i-1) 

where 

ni 

si 

ei-1 

i-工 lgi =(P ( 1+P/NoW).1.
-..../2λW)吉

先=丸占7布了 (rrh)

Figure 1. Optima1 Noise1ess L inear Feedback Scheme for Transmitting e 
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